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PREFACE 
When one begins to work on and accomplish an under-
taking it usually is the result of some inspiration. The 
inspiration for the work and intt~rest of the beginning and 
the continuation 0£ this thesis w:rn derived from twenty-
eigh~ sixth grade boys and girls of' Ashland's Henry Clay 
Elementary School and Mr. Austin E. Grigr;, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Pt3ychology, University of Richmond. 
The author wishes t() express sincere thanks and 
gratitude to Mr. Grigg for bringing before him and arousing 
his interest in the problem which 1.s set forth in this 
project and for the help and understandin~ which he gave 
while work was being done £or t.he completion of thi.s thesis. 
The author's class ut Henry Clay I~lementary School 
made thi:~ thesis possible. To these boys und girls he ex-
tends a very hearty thanks for their help and cooperation 
without which this work t>muld not have been accomplished. 
He lrlOUld like to thank Dr. Edward F. 0Vf:>rton, 
chairman of the depa.rtnent of Education. University of 
lUchmond, for his patience in helping and guiding: him while 
this thesis was being done; also. Dr. John I?. Show<llter, 
administrative assistant to the superintendent, Richmond Pub-
lic Schools and Mrs. Day Blickenstaff, teacher of Science at 
Henry Clay High School for their help and encouragement. 
CHAPTEU I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since public education htrn becomf~ a privilege for 
everyone, there has been a gradual chang:e in the school 
systems and teaching techinques. The ideas of school, the 
relationship of school to the overall development of the 
individual and how the child learns have been :i.n the educa-
l 
tional spotlight for the past few years. 
Teachers a.nd parents often cannot understand the 
development or the mental and physical growth of children 
in their relationship to school work. In recent years 
studies have been made concerning the varioufi aspects of the 
2 
child's development in various subjects. As new facts and 
new tachinques of teaching crnne forth and new problems pre-
sent themselves, no doubt there will be more and r:iOre ex-
periments to help this progression of betterment and to help 
solve the problems which arise. 
l L.O. Taylor, Notes on class lecture in School and 
Community Relation~;hipa, Univernity of Richmond Summer 
School, lst Term, 1952. 
2 J.R. Butler, "Arithmetic ,Can Be Exciting", Calif-
ornia 'reachers Association Journal• Volume 47, p. 11, 
October,· 1951. 
Paul McKee, "Vocabulary Development", f6th Yearb()ok 
.Qf ~ National SocietI .£Q£ ~ Study 2.£ Educat on, Part 1, 
pp.·277-302. 
The subject of spelling has had its share of at.-
tention in recent years. The now well used quest.ion of why 
schools don 1t teach spelling anymore haa been asked a 
3 
countless number of times by colleges and businessmen. 
The experiments done 5.n this thesis do not attempt to 
answer the above question. However, the experimenter does 
hope that it will help towards a better understanding of 
the better techniques of teaching spelling in which the in-
dividual speller is the basis for the teaching. 
The problem set forth in this thesis is: Is the Ex· 
perience or Logical Method of teaching spelling superior to 
the Rot.e Memory Method? 
In the Experience or Logical Method the words were 
presented to the students in a sentence. The child first 
learned to pronounce the words. Then the meaning waa taught 
and the student was helped to picture some situation in which 
he would experience the word. 1'"'or instance the word ~­
:ficial was given in a sentence such as: The boy gave the 
teacher an artificial stick of chewing gum. 
Next., an illustration of this was r.;i ven thus: If the 
student wrapped a piece of card board in a chewing gum 
J A.E. Grigg, lfotes on claue lecture in Child Behavior 
and Adjustment, University oi' Richmond Summer School, 2nd Term, 
1952. 
wrapper, then put it into the gum holder and gave it to the 
teacher, the teacher would receive an artificial item be-
cause the chewing gum was not real. 
In the Rote Memory Method, the list or words is given 
jus·t as a list of words. The words are learned without any 
meaning or relationship to the experience of the students. 
'I'he question now arises of the words used in the Rote 
Memory lists. In the Rote Method one may ask if the child 
may not alrt~dy be familiar with oorne of t;he words in the 
Rote list.. Seventh grade words were chosen because it was 
felt t.hat they would be less £amiliar and during the time 
bet~1een the learning of the words and the recalls, there 
would be less chance of coming a.cross the words in both the 
Rota and Meaningful or E.i!..--perience lists. The fact that some 
of the words in the Rote lists may be familiar to some 0£ the 




r.rhe source, .from which the words used in the experi-
ment were ta.ken, is Thorndike and Lorge's, fu 'l'eachers ~ 
i1Q9k Q! 20,000 Words. 
Four hundred seventh grade Hords were choosen at 
random from the above-named book. Beventh grade words were 
used because it \HuJ felt that ai:{th grade words would be too 
.familiar and probably not difficult. enough. 
This list. of words was given to the class without any 
previous instruction in spelling at the rate of fifty words 
per sit.ting. The words ·were then corrected ~md the one 
hundred and twenty rl!ost frequently misspelled words were 
ch<>sen for the project. 
Twenty-eight pupils, eleven boys and seventeen girlf;, 
were used in the experimenting. In the list of one hundred-
twenty words ther<~ were thirty-nine words which all twenty-
eight students spelled 1.ncorrectly; there were thirty-nine 
words which twenty-seven students did not spell correctly; 
nineteen words which twenty-six students misspelled; there 
were nineteen words which twenty-f'i ve of the students failed 
to spell correctly and four words which twenty-four students 
misspelled. 
The words were then divided into six lists, each list 
containing twenty words. The most frequently misspelled 
words were divided equally in these six lists. Table I 
shows the number and distribution or words in the lists. 
'fABLE I 
NUHBER or·~ WORDS MOST FREQUEHTLY MIS!>PELI,ED AND 
THEIR DISTRIBUTION IN THE VARIOUH J~ISTB AND 
'fHE NID•1BER 01-" PUPILS MISSPELLn~o THESE WORDS 
Nlimber 
of List 
Pu;eils A B G D E F • • 
28 7 7 7 6 6 6 
27 6 6 6 7 7 7 
26 4 .3 3 3 3 3 
25 2 J .3 3 4 4 
.... 2lt 1, l l l 0 0 . 
After the grouping 0£ the words the lists were paired. 
The pairs were A-B, C-D and E-F. Lists A, C and E were 
learned by the Rote Memory Method during alternate weeks. 
Lists Bt D and F were learned by the Experience Method during 
the alternate weeks between the learning of the lists using 
the Rote Memory Method. 
The first week Rote List A was given to the class. 
During the week ~he spelling or the words were learned with-
out any meaning or association. Some pronouneiation was 
taught because some of the students seemed unable to spell 
the words without first learning to pronounce them. 
On Thursday or the same week the list was called to 
the class. Ir the student spelled all the words correctly 
the paper was kept. If a student misspelled any words the 
pa.per was returned. During the study period in the after-
noon the students studied the wordu. Friday morning the 
6 
list was called again to the students misspelling words on 
Thursday. This time if any of the words were misspelled the 
student was given the opportunity 01· gettinn: extra help dur-
ing the lunch hour. When . the incorrectly spelled wo:rds were 
mastered the examiner asked for the spelling or various other 
words in the list which had been spelled correctly previously. 
The student was given two chances and 11' any words were mis• 
spelled the whole list was to b& studied. During the after-. 
noon study period the. words wert;t called again to those who 
had still not learned the list-
The above procedure was followed because the examiner 
wished to be sure that the words spelled correctly the first 
time were not forgotton while the misspelled words were being 
learned. The learning of these words was made into a game · 
and in only a f.'ew instances, with the very poor spellers, 
did it take longer than this to master the list. In some 
inatances the very poor spellers studied the list over the 
week-end and the words were spelled on Monday during the 
first period. 
7 
The week after Rote List .A was given Meaningful List 
B was given with each word used in a sentence. The first day 
was spent in getting each member of the class to learn the 
pronouncia.tion of the words. On 1.ucsday the meaning of the 
word was. taught. Also on Tuesday sentences were made with 
the words and each youngster was helped to picture a situ-
ation in which he or she would experience the meaning of the 
words. 'l'he period Wednesday was devoted to learning to 
spell the words. 
Thursday Meaningful I .. :ist B was call,~d to the class* 
The procedure used with List A on Thursday and Friday was 
used with List n. This was done so each list would be com-
pletely learned by each student. 
The third and fifth weak respectively, Rote Lists C 
and E were r:i ven in the swrie manner us Rote List A. During 
the fourth and sixth weeks respectively, Meaningful 1..ists D 
and F were p:iven in the same manner as List n. 
;;;._,.• 
The Thursday of each of the sixth, twelfth, sixteenth 
and thirtieth weeks following; the lea1rninr; of Lists A, B, 
E and ~' the 'WOrds in these lists were c&led to .the students. 
Recalls of pairs C and D were given on th(;l 1'hursda.ys of each 
of 'the sixth, tenth, sixteenth and thirtieth weeks follow-
ing t.he learning of these lists. Due to the Thanksgiving 
Holidays a ten-wec~k-reca.11 !'or Lists C ~nd D was substituted 
for the twelfth-week-recall wldch ~te-rn used in ListtJ A, B, :E 
and F. 
CHAP1'ER III 
A :.;uaVEY ()ii' 'I'HE PHOFJ~SSit::NAL LITRHATUl·iE 
IN TH.C F'I1!:LD OF BPELI..ING - HOrl'1£ Mm.<Krn.Y 
METHOD A::i COM.PARED wrrH LOGICAL METHOD 
From research done in this particular field of spel-
ling, it seems to this individual that experimentation 
along this line of spelling has been greatly neglected. The 
ex.porimenter was unable to £5.nd any work that had been done 
in this particular field in trying to find which ruethod or 
spelling had the greater retention rate.. Countless hours 
were spent in tryin~ to locate material. 
The .followin,v, libraries were used: University of 
Richlnond, Richmond Professional Institute, Richmond City 
Library, Medical College of Virginia> Randolph-Macon College. 
State Library in Richmond. 
Letters were written to numerous book companies, which 
published spellers, explaining the nature of the thesis and 
asking for information. In each answer received £rom these 
companies the author of the letter merely assumed that the 
Logical Method of learning spf).lling was t,11e superior method. 
Typical of the answers received from. the publishing 
houses is this one: 
n I t.hink any attempt to set up a situation whereby 
l.O 
a child would learn a vocabulary by a Rote Method would 
be a very difficult problem because unless the words 
that the child is learning to spell have meaning I don't 
think the child is going to reramnber the.1 spelling of 
these words very lonr.;."l 
Many teachers were asked their opinions on the topic 
of the superiority of one method over the other. In each 
instance the teacher was certain in his or her own thinking 
that the Logical Method o.f' learning spelling was superior. 
They reasoned that it was a natural thing for one to retain 
spelling learned by the Logical Method longer than that 
learned by the Rote Method since that learned by the Logical 
Method was more meaningful. 
Much work waa found that had been done in the field of 
spelling, but no work could be .round that dealt with this 
particular aepeot of spelling. 
In the exparir;ienter's opinion this is very significant 
because it tends to show t.hat little if any work has been 
done along this particular line of spelling. Another im-
portant fact is that the results of experiments done .f'or the 
completion of this work tend to disprove the concept gen-
erally held by many people.today; this concept being the 
more meaningful the word the greater the retention 0£ the 
l Letter of R.E. Laidlaw to George M. Barrett, 
February 4, l95J. 
ll 
spelling of the word. 
Several articles were found which weren't too closely 
related to this work but which were closer in their scope 
than :any others found. The following paragraphs are re-
sults of.the study of professional literature in the field 
of spelling as related to the topic of this work. 
2 
Luther c. and Doris W. Gilbert, at the University 
of' California, were interested in the improven1ent of· spel-
ling through reading. As their aub,,iects they used 23 upper 
class college students at the University of California. 
These subjects were given fifty words in prose and 
fifty words isolated or in a list. After the study of both 
of the lists the eye movements of the subjects were photo-
graphed as they rt~ad prose in which some of the critical 
words of both list~ were embedded. After this the subjects 
were tested for the comprehension of the reading material 
and for their spelling gains. 
'J.'he findings of this experiment showed that these 
students failed to gain as much spelling through reading as 
they did through direct study. 
2 Luther c. and Doris w. Gilbert, "The Improvement of 
Spelling 'l'hrough Reading," Journal 2£ Educational Research, 
Vol. J7, P• 458, Feb. 1944. 
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Thia article did not state to what extent the lists 
were learned before they were tested4! 
Mr. David Patton, Superintendent of Schools in 
Syracuse, New York~ did experiments in spelling which re-
sulted in his publication of' a speller by Charles E. Merrill 
Publishers. 
"Mr. Patton gave tests all over the country on the 
use of' words and meanings or words. In his summary 
sheets there was indicated a. close correlation between 
the child knowing the meaning of a word and how to use 
the word with his ability to spell that word."J 
'rraxler, in doing research on Reading in the United 
States, found a recommendation of vocabulary building by 
Thorndike: 
"Thorndike has recommended the use of relatively 
simple materials in which th.;~ vocabulary is controlled 
and in which meaning can be derived largely from con-
text, but he also pointed out certain ~dvantages of 
teaching words in isolntiou."4 
Agatha Townsend, in doing research at the Bureau or 
Educational Hecords in New York City, round that 
"all the evidence at han<l shows that there is a. def-
inite tendency for good spellers to have superior 
3 The C_qntributions 91. !2£f! Master.I §Eellers ~ !:h!. 
Teaching or-snellin5, (a pamphlet describing word masury 
speIIers)-;-cnaries ii.:. Merrill Co., 1952. 
4 Authur E. 'l'raxler, HResea.rch in Reading in the Uuited 
States," Journal g.f. Educational Research, Vol. 42, p. 490, 
March, 1949. 
vocabularies and to read well and for retardation in 
spellin~ to be associated with low vocabulary and in-
ferior reading comprehension. Does this not suggest 
that remedial work in spelling may well be cornbined 
with work in word meaning?tt5 
The author of the above article stated further that 
13 
so often the student is taught a word syn1bol whose meaning 
is a complete mystery to hb1. She a.Hks the following ques-
tions: Does remedial work in vocabulary tend to result in 
increased spelling ability? Does remedial work in spell1.ng 
tend to improve vocabulary? 
In none of the above articles, or in any articles 
found in research, was there a direct correlation between 
the two methods. The Gilberts study did not state to what 
degree the lists were studied and the tenting was given only 
once. 
'l'he other studies gave a definittl need for more work 
in this .field. The questions that were asked by Tovmsend 
are significant.. At this tim.e Townsend could not decide 
whether vocabulary improvement would improve spelling or 
spelling improvement would im.provo vocabulary. 
All of the research done .for this thesis would lead 
5 Agatha Townsend, "An Investigation of' Certain He-
lationships of Spelling with Readin,e and Academic Aptitude•" 
JournJ!l of Educational Research, Vol. 40, p. 465, Feb., 1947. 
14 
one to believe that this field 0£ spelling needs much more 
attention. It is hoped that this piece of work is a step 
in that direction. 
CHAPTER IV 
MATEHIALf3 AND GROUP USED 
IN EXPERD•iEMTS 
The experioents f'or this work were done with eleven 
boys and seventeen girls ranging in age from eleven to 
fifteen, the average chronological age being ll years 8 
months when the experiments began. They are all sixth 
grade students who were in the experiments from the begin-
ning and stayed until they were completed. 
Thorndike and Lorge•s, In! Teachers~~ .2,l 
J0,000 Words, was used for the selection of' words. Four 
hundred seventh grade words were chosen from this book to 
be used in the experiment. Appendix A give the 400 words 
and the frequency of misspelling at the original presen-
tation to the students. 
After the above 400 words were called, the 120 most. 
frequently misspelled were chosen for further use in this 
work. Table II gives thHse words in the different lists 
and the number of students spelling them inco1"I"ectly. List 
A shows that ~cguire was spelled incorrectly by all twenty-
eight pupils. In thiu same list there are nix other words 
which all twenty-eight pupils failed to spell correctly. In 





























LISl'5 OF THE MOST RREQUEUTLY M!SSPELL:E;D worms cuomm FOR THg EXPERIMEti/T 
AND THE NUHBEH OF S'l'UDEfiTS MISSPELLING THEM 
LISl' A LIST B LIST C LIST D LIST E I~IST F 
•=10 • L U acquire adequate agitation academy accommodate acknowledge 
illuminate identify havoc barbarous debtor lyric 
illusion negotiate occasionally candidate Jerusalem prohibition 
maintenance spontaneous stiri1ulus foliage luxury prominent 
reign thorough sympathetic opportunity parallel tremendous 
vaguely velocity variation tyranny trium.phant tribunal 
various yeoman zealous 
absurd abundant actually 
evolution authority a.ttent5.ve a.rt.ificial agriculture agony 
inevitable embarrass ignorant individual industrial capitalist 
magician mansion laboratory journal ridiculous inf an try 
valiant. stupendous opposition participate symbol sentiment 
vengeance unnecessary typical twentieth tutor tariff 
vividly Vt!teran wondrous zoological zinc thwart 
acceptance absolute discretion carbonic bough beggar 
assistance surgeon provoke pursuit syllable bosom 
refrigerator unfortunate substitute subsequent threshold riot 
resemblance -- -- --recommendation identical irritate career calamity capable 
sufficiently jurisdiction occurrence offensive rhythm steadily 
manifold terrace -- tolerate wharf 
testify idleness semblance sacrifice 
17 
pupils. There a.rt~ two other words which twenty-five pupils 
misspelled. 
The educational philosophy of today leans towards a 
l 
hig11 correlation between reading and spelling abilities. 
Another way of thinking would have the mental growth and 
reading ability of' an individual develop together. With 
this in mind. it was thought that a test in reading skills 
and one in mental maturity would be of help, not that it 
would af'fect the outcome of the basic findings of these ex-
periments, but that it would help the reader to understand bet-
ter the abilities of the students used in the experiment. It 
is to be renrnmbered that the purpose of this paper is to com.-
pare the results of learning spelling by two different. meth-
ads, and the pupils used vary greatly in their abilities. 
The Iowa Silent Reading Test for the sixth grade level 
was used in trying to evaluatf~ the reading ability o.f' the 
pupils. This testing was done during the sixth month of the 
school year. Table III gives the results of this test• The 
averalr,e mental age is 11 years 5 naonths as compared with an 
average chronolop:.ical age of 12 yea.rs 2 months at the time 
l Kathryne Harriette, "An Analysis of Reading Abilities, 
Journal 2! Educational Research, Vol. 3g, P• 4JO, Feb., 1945. 
· TABLE III 
THE CHRONOLOGICAI.l AGE; MENTAL AGE AND GRADE 
EQUIVALFJIT OF THE PUPILS USED IN THIS 
























































































































the test wa13 given. The chronological. ago in the actual age 
of the pupil in years and mont.hs whereas the mental age is 
the level of intellir.;ence at which the student is doing work 
according to the test given. The grade equivalent shows the 
grade level of the quality of work which the pupil is doing. 
The table should be interpreted as follows: tho 
chronolog;ical age of pupil 9 is 11 years 7 monthc:; and his 
mental age is 12 years 5 months. !'he quality of ~wrk which 
he is doing is equivalent of the seventh grade, second month." 
The California Test of' Mental Maturity Elementary 
•50,s Form, was used to measure the learning ability of the 
students. Table IV gives the results of this test. This 
testing was done during thE~ fif'th month of the school year. 
The average mental age is ll years 5 months as compared with 
an average chronological age of 12 years l month at the time 
the test was given. 
It is significant to note here the Mental age. On the 
Iowa Silent Reading Test tho average mental age was 11 years 
5 months also. This would tend to substantiate the validity 
of the tests used. 
On the California Test of Mental Maturity '50,S Form 
the Total Mental Factors include all or the sub tests. 1.~hese 






























THE MENTAL AGE• THE I .. Q. .tilrrn THE INTELLIGENCE GRADE PLACEMEHT 






























THE 11011-LANGUAGE FACTORS OF THE SUBJECTS TAKING THE 
CALIFOHMIA TEST OF MEl'qTAL MATURITY ELEMEliTARY -
'.50 S - FORM 
Total Mental Language Non-Language 
M.A. . I.Q.. I.O.P. M.A. I.g. I.G.f?_. M.A. I.G. I.G.P. 
11-1 91 5.s 10-9 89 5.; ll-5 94 6.1 
11-3 87 5.9 11-6 89 6.2 10-7 82 5.3 
12-J 105 6.9 11-9 101 6.4 13.5 115 8.1 
12-2 82 6.8 12-7 g4 7.,2 ll-3 70 5.9 
10-9 73 5.5 6-8 60 J.4 11-9 81 6.4 
lJ-4 89 a.o 13-4 92 8.o lJ-5 93 8.1 
11-; 78 6.1 11-11 Sl 6.6 10-7 72 ;.) 
12-3 103 6.9 12-3 103 6.9. 12-0 100 6.7 
12-11 112 7.6 12-7 109 7.2 13-9 119 S.4 
12-9 105 7.4 12-7 104 7.2 lJ-0 107 7.7 
11-6 gg 6.2 11-4 87 6.0 ll-9 90 6.4 
lJ-11 121 8.6 . 14.;.7 127 9.1 l?-5 151 1).) 
12-ll 109 7.6 13-2 lll 7.8 12-4 104 1.0 
9.;.11 SJ 4.6 10-7 gg 5.3 8-ll 74 3.7 
11-5 94 6.l ll-5 94 6.1 11-.J 93 5.9 
9-5 78 4.2 9-J 77 4.0 9-10 Sl 4.6 
10-6 82 5.2 13-8 107 8.;.J 6-0 47 l.O 
12-3 93 6.9 11-11 90 6.6 . lJ-0 98 7.7. 
lJ-6 115 8.2 12-11 111 7.6 15-2 131 9.6 
10-7 89 --5.,J- · · ·3..0-., 89 · 5•l . 10-7 · · ·a9 S~.l. 
· ·1-2:0--101~~·-i:? · · 1·21f1r -109-----~7~6--~- i0-1 · ··- ·a9 -- · ,:;= 
_ 11 .. g 79. 6•) .c,. 11~5 .. .- .... 77. 6.1. --12-0 - .• 81 . . 6•7 
ll-7 . 97 6.2 12-7 106 7 .2 . 9-10 83 4.6 
9-7 83 4.3 8-ll 78 3.7 10-7 92 5.3 
lo-u , a; 5.6 · 12-0 93 6. 1 u-J as s.9 
12-a 104 , 1.3 12-2 loo 6.8 13~9 i14 s.4 
12-10 lll 7-5 12-9 lll 7-4 13-0 113 7.7 




sub tests are included under two large sub topics, the 
Language Pactora and the lion-Lnnguage Factors. 'l'he sub test~; 
included in the I,anr;ua,~e Factors are; Inference, Numerical 
Quantity and Total Verbal Concepts. Those $Ub teats included 
in the Hon-Language Factors are; Sensing Right and Left, 
Manipulation of Areas. Similarities and Nuruber Series. 
CHAPTER V 
PROCEDURE AND RitSULTS 
When experiments for this work were started, the 
writer of this paper felt that the results would be just 
the opposite from. what they turned out to be. The view 
point concerning the superiority of the Logical over the 
Rote Memory Method of learning spelling, aa was stated 
earlier, is held by many authorities and many people in-
cluding school teachers. 'fhe results of this work• though 
on a small scale, show that there is no great difference in 
the retention of spelling when taught by the f\ieaningf'ul or 
Experience Method and when taught by the Rote Memory Method. 
In completing this work there were several observa-
tions made by the experimenter tlwJ.t would help to explain 
the results of the experiment. 
'fhe first and probably most important is the fact that 
in certain words, even when taught by the Meaningful Methodt 
the placement. of letters is memorized. Maybe here the 
Phonetic Method of spelling may be of help, but it is the 
opinion or this writer that the difference in individuals 
will always be a factor which will mako spelling difficult 
for some individuals just as Mathematics or Enr~ish often 
does. For example, one of the subjects socmed to be deaf to 
2J 
phonetic spelling. During the experimenting and through the 
school year this problem was treated with what seemed t.o be 
no improver11ent. On this particular case, the elementary 
supervisor was asked to advise. 
Another observation proved rather interesting also. 
It seemed th.at many or the students, including some of the 
best spellers, were able to recognize, use and pronounce 
many of the words, yet were unable to spell them correctly. 
Even though the resulta or this work show a high cor-
relation between the two methods of spelling, it was felt 
that the Meaningful way of teaching spelling helped to im-
prove reading skills. 
One observation which was rather invereflting was the 
fact that the Logical or Experience Method created more 
interest and initiative than the Rote Method. For example, 
some of the students would ask after the various testing 
periods of the Logical List such questions aa, 
"I know the meaning ot such and such word and I wonder 
if this is the correct way or spelling the word?" 
The question was not answered but pupils were reminded of 
their dictionaries. 
The most significant conclusion of this piece of work 
24 
is: There is no appreciable difference in the Logical or 
Meaningful Method and the Rote Method of learning spelling. 
The formula P=l-6xD2+N(N~l) was used in findinr the 
correlation of the two methods. This formula is used when 
rank difference is found. The number of words spelled cor-
rectly at each ter;t1ng period was totaled for individual 
students. This is, the number of words spelled correctly 
in all of the six lists was totaled at the sixth week re-
testing period and at each of the succeeding retesting per-
iods. The number of words spelled correctly in the three 
note ·Lists and the three Logical 1,1sts were totaled sep-
ara.tely. It is to be remembered that Lists C and D were 
given ten weeks recall instead or the usual twelve weeks 
because of the Thanksgiving Holidays. Therefore, C and D 
were correlated at ten weeks rather than twelve weeks as 
Lists A, B, E and 1'" were. 
After the correctly spelled words were tabulated the 
totals were ranked for both the Logical and the Rote Methods 
beginnir1g w1 th the highest score" The individual difference 
or ranking in the two methods was figured and then squared. 
Thus; if on the Rote Method one ranked eighth and on the 
Meaningful l'iethod one ranked fifth, the difference would be 
three. This squared would be nine •. The ranking differences 
squared for all of the subjects were totHled and inserted in 
25 
the formula for D2 • The nurnber of students used was twenty-
eight so in place of N twenty-eight was placed. Table V 
gives the individual totals and ranking of the two methods 
or each testing period. All of the totals with the· excep-
tion of the tenth and twelfth weeks, are based on a possible 
score of sixty. 
For example pupil l had a score of 1$ on the Rote List 
£or the sixth week. This wa.s his score for Rote Lists A, C 
and E collectively at the end of their respective six week 
recalls. Each lint contained twenty words so the possible 
score would be sixty. 
The tenth week total is based upon a possible score 
of twenty. As was explained earlier Lists C and D were·. 
given the tenth week rather than the twelfth week recalls be-
cause of the Thanksgiving Holidays. The Rote score of pupil 
2 for the t.enth week was· 4. This score for the tenth week 
was higher on a percentage basis than the Rote score for the 
sixth week. His tenth week score was 2°" (4 out or 20 words 
spelled correctly), but h1s sixth week score was only 15%, 
(9 out of 60 words spelled co:rrectly). Lists A,B,E and F · 
were given the twelfth week recall. The total possible score 
for each of.these was forty. The total possible score for 
the sixteenth and thirtieth week on each of the tests was 
TABLE V 
INDIVIDUAL 'IDTA! .. OF WORDS COH.RECTLY SPELLI<;D AND RANKUlO Of 
STUDENTS ACCOR.DINO 'l'O THE 10 1.rAI. worms SPELLim 
CORRBCTI .. Y AT ~ACH TESTING P!CfUOD 
========:::;::;=::;::;:;:::::;::=============. ====·. i . . Twelfth Week Sixteenth Week . ! I =.==· :::::;;;r.r=h:i.:::. r=t=ie=t:;:h:,;;::;:v!e=::.e:;:k====== 
Sixth Week Tenth \rieek · · Totals Ranking Tota.ls Ranking ! To·eals Rankinfr 
• RotTeot~esan. Ro··t~nkI~eagn. not~t~s R bnkMiq ... ~e~~e~~M!u~n~.=~R~o~t~e=eM~u~n~·==~~~t2a~~M~e~m~·~R~o~t~e=~M~e~m~.l~te ~m. ~te ~~. 
', i 
~~==~=====¥''·1~==:::::::;;:;· =::"' =;.;:L;:======H =="===l"l.=e=an=•====O=t=e ===:e;:an=v. --- " -- ' • - ¥ r1 5 
- l 9 12 20 19 '9'· 12 20 19 24 25 .1..7.5 • l 17 21 20 l9 
2 2 i1 27.5 20 it 2~ ~~· 5 ~~· 5 ~· i1 21.5 .20 i1 s 23 23 · I 12 io,. 22 22 
J 4 5 2 5 24 5 5 6 26. 5 24. 5 4 5 2 5 2 4' 5 5 6 26. 5 24.' l 11 6 2 .3 24 
4 "'5. 23 9 l"'.. 3") 35 -·1..., 5 l"l 2.:. 23 9 12 32 35 l. 2.5 .13 .. :.·_-j1 29. ')6 12 17 
5 '\~ 5 22 2t.5 i9 5 '-2t· 21 $: 5 22 '24.5 19 5 21 27 -::;'J 9 ,;.. 4 24 26 
6 26 21 7,5 14 35 29 10.5 . 16 26 21 7,5 ll.: 35 29 10.5 16 -1'}d )0 35 11 10 
7 14 lJ 17 18 22 25 19 17.5 14 13 17 l~ 22 25 19 17.~/\J 24 23 16.5 1$ 
8 23 17 ll.5 16 Jl JO 14,5 15 .. 2j 17 ll,5 v 31 30 14.5 15 ·• ! 32 .33 10 ll.5 
9 2J 26 11.5 9 38 40 9 9,5 2),, 26 'll.5 9 38 40 9 9.5: '.! 41 38 5.5 $,5 
10 34 36 2 l.5 52 52 1.5 2 34: 36 2 1.5 52 52 l.5 2 . ' '. 52 54 l l 
11 31 27 4 7.5 49 47 J.5 4 )l .27 4 7.5 49 47 3.5 4 ;45 45 4 5.5 
i2 26 27 1.s 1.5 42 37 7 i1.s ; 26 21 1.; 1.5 42 37 1_ i1.s i 34 3a 9 a.5 
13 21 24 14 ll Jl 34 14.5 14 . l 21, 24 14 ll 31 34 14.5 14 '26 32 15 lJ 
14 9 10 20 21.5 l,3 12 22 21 . q~ 10 '20 '21.5 l) 12 22 21 : 16 15 21 21 
1165 23 24 11.5 15 35 42 10.5 7 · 2ij 24 11.5 15 35 42 10.5 7 I 37 30 8 7 
7 9 23 23 9 lo 24 22 ;I 9 23 23 9 · 10 24 22 a 7 25 23 
17 28 J6 6 1.5 43 5J 6 1 26 36 6 1.5 4.3 53 6 l ' i 47 48 ) 35 
lB 9 10 20 21.5 24 19 17.5 20 n 10 20 · 21.5 24 19 17.5 20 : ,! 21 · 20 18 · 20 
19 29 29 5 6 4 7 4 J 5 6 . 29 29 5 6 7 1+ J 5 6 '. 
20 12 16 18 17 20 24 20 19 li! 16 18 , 17 2~ 24 20 19 .· .' i~ ~~ l~ i§· 5 
21 36 34 1 3 52 49 l. 5 3 36 34 l 3 52 49 l. 5 3 •· ' J 50. 49 2 2 
22 23 25 ll.5 lo 41 37 8 ll.S 2; 25 1115 lo 41 37 8 ll.S l 28 29 13.5 15. 
23 17 .32 16 4 32 41 12.J s 17 32 16 4 32 . 41 12.3 g ' l 24 33 16.5 ll.5 
24 2 2 27.5 27.5 l 6 28. 24.S 2 2 27.5 27.5 l 6 28 21+.5 i. 2 1 27.5 28 
~6~ 33s 302 243 215.5 s s 26 ·5 21 s 2 24 21.5 5_ s 26.5 21 · I 4. 5 26 25. 
' 49 45 3.5 5 33 JO J 5 49 45 J.5 5 . I 41' · 48 5.5 3.5 
27 lH 22 15 lJ JO 40 16 9.!) 18 22 15 l.3 .30 40 16 9.5 l 28 29 lJ.5 15 




'!'able V shows the individual scores from Sinele test-
ing period. 
Table VI gives the total number of words spelled cor-
~ 
rectly throughout the experiment. These scor~s are baaed 
upon a possible score of' two hundred and forty. · A break 
down into the respective lists would show the .following: 
the sixth week test had a possible score of sixty, the tenth 
week test a possible score o! twenty, the twelfth week test 
a possible score of forty and the sixteenth and thirtieth 
week tests a possible score of sixty each. These totaled 
would be two hundred and forty. 'rhe difference in individ-
ual scores for the two methods range frou l to 44. 
Also shotm in Table VI is the ranking of the individ-
ual pupils according to scores. The difference in the rank-
ing of the two methods.range from 0 to 8. Pupil 25 ranked 
26 among the twenty-eight students used on a Rote test but 
on t.he Logical she rankr~d last or twenty-eighth. 
Severit·een of the twenty-eight students made a better 
score on the Logical tests while eleven ma.de better scores 
on the Rote tests. Interpreted in percentage this would mean 
that 6l~Ih of the pupils learned better by the Meaningful 
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Even t~our,h there is a notieeable difference here, the in-
dividual differences v1ere not great enour~h to make an ap-
preciable, difference in the two methods. The correlation 
of the total scores of the two methods is .961. 
The correlation of the two methods are found in Table 
VII. This hi ch correlation shows that t.here is no great 
difference in these two methods. The hif~er the correlation, 
the leas the difference, but the lower the correlation tha 
greater the difference. Table VII gives the correlation of 
the Logical and Rota Methods of learning spelling at each or 
the testing periods during the experiment. 
TABLE·VII 
CORR.Ji1ATION mmULTS OF THE ILiGICAL AND 









After seeing the correlation results it would be of 
interest to look more closely at the individual words. The 
possible score totaled for the entire testing group would be 
30 
560 at the testing period of any one list. Table VIII gives 
the nunmer and the percentage of words, by list, misspelled 
at each testing period. For example on the sixteenth week 
recall for list B 327 words or 5S% of tho words were misspel-
led,. Lists D and 0 have the tenth week recall because of t).J.e 
Thanksgiving Holidays. 
It was interesting to note the frequency of the mis-
spelling of the words from one testing period to the other 
did not fluctuate too greatly. Table IX shows the number of 
times the individual words at the initial calling, when the 
400 words were called in order that thel20 most frequently 
misspelled ones could be used for the experiment, were mis-
spelled,. Also the table shows the number of times the word 
was misspelled by the entire testing group at each retesting 
period.. In List A testifX was misspelled 24 times at the 
original calling. On the sixth week recall it was misspelled 
5 times and on tha twelfth week recall it was misspelled 9 
times.. When List A was called at the sixteenth and thirtieth 
weeks testify was misspelled 4 and 9 times respectively. The 
reader is reminded when studying Table IX that there were 
twenty-eight pupils in the experiment. 
As Table IX shows there is some fluctuation of the spel-
ling of the individual words. To give a clearer insight-in-
TABLE VIII 
'l'OTAL NUMBER ANll P ERGENTAGE OF 
WORDS IN EACH LIST N.I~:SPJ~LLED 
AT Ei\CH Tl~STING PERIOD 
A B G Ji E F 
Words Per- Words Per- Words Per- Words Per- Words Per- Words Per-
Week Miss. cent Miss. cent Miss. cent Miss. cent Miss. cent Miss. cent 
6 330 59 JlO 55 287 51 Jl8 57 298 53 248 41+ 
10 276 49 28? 51 
12 331 59 333 59 303 54 266 4$ 
16 317 57 327 58 281 50 282 50 280 50 264 47 
30 344 61 J20 57 297 53 299 52 310 55 271 4g 
TABLE IX 
ORIG :D."\\ AL MISSPELLING OF ';JORDS AJiD 
FRE~UENCY OF BEING MI:.)SPELLED AT 
EACH TESTD,:G PERIOD 
Frequency of 
Frequency.of 
Words Misspelled Words Hisspelled 
A Q>.~ 6th 12th loth 30th 
B 0 6th 12th 16th 30th 
testify 24 5 9 4 9 
spontaneous 28 23 21 20 23 
reign 28 12 9 11 11 
surgeon 26 19 20 23 21 
sufficiently 25 23 25 22 25 :mansion 
27 16 13 13 15 
acquire 28 14 16. 19 14 stupendous 
27 4 10 $ 9 
reconi.111endation 25 27· 24 20 23 authority 
27 14 15 17 15 
maintenance 2$ 24 25 23 25 identical 
25 12 13 11 12 
-refrigerator 26 14 17 16 18 
manifold 25 5 4 4 5 
various 28 8 12 8 $ velocity 
28 21 20 20 21 
a·ssi stance 26 13 11 13 11 
adequate 28 20 23 22 25 
vaguely 28 24 22 18 21 
absolute 26·· ll 12 1.3 e 
acceptance 26 1l 12 
15 12 negotiate 28 23 23 
23 24 
illuminate 28 20 15 22 
yeoman 28. 13 16 12 
·16 
resemblance 26 9 11 $ identify 
28 17 15 1$ 17 
illusion 28 18 15 12 18 
thorough 28 17 19 23 22 
magician 27 14 13 l~ 12 
unnecessary P-7 24 23 23 22 
venp;eance 27 25 26 25 26 embarrass 
-~27 18 20 17 23 
in,evitable 27 19 20. 22 23 
veteran 27 14 14 16 15 
valiant 27 21 19 21 22 
unfortunate '26 18 17 17 17 
vividly 27 10 10' 10 16 
jurisdiction 25 13 14 13 12 
evolution 27 1$ 17' 17 19 
idleness 24 8 11 14 8 
semblance 24 ~· 15 9 9 9 twentieth 27 11 b 6 9 
irritate 25 . ~·-, 15 12 · 8 4 artificial 27 14 13 11 14 
provoke 26 7 , 9 5 8 zoological 27 14 14 18 { 16 
substitute 26 ; 15 · 13 15 14 absurd 27 12 6 ?i 14 
laboratory 27 ; · 17 20 17 20 individual . 27·---17 15 17 17 
wondrous 27 15 14 13 17 foliage ; 28 17 18 20 26 
attentive 27 14 8 11. 11 journal 27 ·· 16 ~-14 13 14 · 
havoc 28 . 9 5 7 9 tyranny 28 19 18 21 24 
-z-ealous 28 .-. · 9 9 12 16 participate ~ - 27 20 18 18 16 
agitation 28 '.·. 12 16 17 17 subsequent - 26 19 21 17 lS 
stimulus 28 -~15 20 20 21 canQ.idate 28 19 19 15 18 
occasionally 28 : 16 13 20 21 carbonic 26 $ 10 9 10 
variation 28 12 12 14 17 opportunity 28 20 19 13 18 
sympathetic ··' 28 17 22 18 21 pursuit 26 9 13 14 19 
typical 27 14 14 12 10 offensive 25 21 12 14 12 
ignorant 27 15 12 13 13 career 25 20 14 17 17 
opposition 27 . 9 15 12 · 13 restoration 25 15 10 9 , g 
discretion 26.. 1$ 20 24 23 barbarous 28 17 19 22 2l:· 
occurr:ence. . . 25 22 23 24 26 academy 28 14 16 15 15 
·t,errac~ ..... -~ . .;;,. , . ~ 25 ~ .... _ 11_-~- -~l.O . 10 . ·_ 7 sa:9xilice: . -:-- -- 24-- --~16- .~ 1·2;: '16 --4-.~.i.5-· 
. ~- ~~- _;- .. :-... :~-~=•"'-c~--"=-'-'..__""'-_i,,~~4-,,:~4.;;,;: . ;,;";;.·:~~: ,.;~~;;:;.;.,., .... t .. _. .. ;:~_;~':i.:;:::;,,-:::·:::.·:o.:.::i'it 











































."._ Frequency of .. :·'. ~'- -· 4_ •• : ... ~ ... - ......... .,;.. -·~--· 
::_Words 1>1isspe11ed 
•6th 12th 16th 30th F· 
- 22 22 19 25 steadily 
·~ 15 18 14 19 acknowledge 
14 9 11 13 suffice 
• 21 23 24 25 lyric 
; 14 14 13 13 capable 
- 12 11 9 12 prohibition 
12 13 10 8 wharf 
15 14 14 11 pegr:ar 
17 21 22 20 bosom 
16 20 20 '20 riot 
:1.3 10 11 14 sent.riment 
20 18 17 20 tal'.'if f 
10 8 5 8 inf an try 
l4. l5 l4 l3 capitalist 
8 10. $ 8 thwart 
15 16 . 15 19 ae;ony 
17 20 16 1$ actually 
10 7 5 6 pro;,1inent 
16 14 15 18 tribunal 
17 20 18 20 tremendous 
. 
........ *"'' •·• • Frequency of -· 
· · \fiords J,J.isspel1ed ·· 
.x 0 6th 12th 16th 30th 
25 7 I 9 8 10 · 
28 11 : 15 12 15 
25 7 ' 10 11 f 11 
28 7 7 7 '6. 
25 ' -11 12 9 10 : 
28 13 13 13 10 
25 13 19 19 le 
2~ 6 2 2 3 
2b 14 21 17 18 
26 11 7 12 12 
27 13 18 14 14 
27 2l 22 24 24 
27 20 17 19 18 
27 lS 16 22 20 
27 14 14 16 19 
27 6 8 11 11 
27 13 11 11 :r-2,_ 
28 17 19 15 14 
28 12 8 10 14 




to the individual subject's fluctuation of spelling, Table 
X was compiled. It shows the number of words misspelled by 
the individual students s.t each testing period. 
For example pupil 12 spelled correctly 9 of the twenty 
words in List A at the sixth week recall. At the twelfth 
week recall she spelled correctly only 6 of the words and on 
the sixteenth week recall nhrl1 also spelled correctly 6 of 
the worda. Eight words were spelled correctly by pupil 12 
on the thirtieth week recall. · All of these scores were 
based on a possible score of twenty because each list con-
tained twenty words and the scores are r,iven for individual 
lists. It is not to be forgotton that Lists A• C and E were 
learned by the Rote Method whereas Lists B, D and F were 
learned by the Logical Method. 

CHAPTER VI 
SUMMAR? AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to find if the 
Logical, Meaningful or Experience Method of learning spel• 
ling was superior to t.he Rote Memory Method of learning 
spelling. 
The high correlation score of .961 shows there is 
no significant difference in the two methods or learning 
spelling. However, one must be mindful that this cor-
relation is based on a rather small number of cases and 
therefore can not be interpreted neoesaarily as represent-
ing the true correlation 0£ a large number or cases. 
Although one method of Rote learning was used in 
this study, its limitations are recognized.. To care for 
individual differences in learning, this might have been 
offset by giving the children different media with wtdch 
to work. Some suggested materials which might have been 
used are wet sand trays; wet newspapers and a stylus; 
newsprint and wet colored chalk or powdered paint; blunt 
paint brushes and newsprint. Use 0£ these kinds of 
materials might hc:i.ve been advantageous to the tactile and 
kinesthetic learners even though learning through the Rote 
36 
Method. 
Other factors omitted from this study, but recog-
nized by the author are thc1t all children have a dominant 
way of learning. More provisiot,l should have been made to 
care for individual differences in learning. If this study 
is tried again, more attention should be given to diagnos-
ing the kind of learner the child is, namely; is he a 
visual learner? or does he learn more quickly with an 
auditory approach'/ or does ho lee1rn more easily with a 
manual dexterity approach": 
I•Yore attention also, should be given to the under-
standing of the physical make up of individuals th&n shown 
in tbis study. Such .factors as high frequency tone loss 
in hearing, lack of eye fusion, inability to maintidn 
direction in see:lng words, eye r;:iuscle difficulty and a 
great many other factor~; affect one's ability to read and 
spell. 
This £.-)tudy has sum;ested t.o the author the need f'or 
more analysis of individual learning problems which affect 
the learning of spelling as the findings in this study 
points out. 
There has been a very limited ~unount or work in this 
37 
particular field of spelling. ThiH study tends to question 
the general belief that the Logical Method is superior to 
the Rote Met.bod of:. learning spelling. 
Several problems for .further study presented them-
selves a.a work was being done on t~hie paper,., Some of these 
problfn'ls are listed below. 
l. 'Wbat. relationship is there between the ability 
to learn spelling phonetically and the ability to hear and 
distinguish musical notes? 
2. ~ih1ch way of teaching spelling better fosters 
reading ability; spelling taught from a regular spelling 
text or spelling taught from content of material found in 
the text books such as ma thematics or science? 
). Does spelling taught by the Logical or Mean-
ingful Method develop better reading comprehension than 
spelling taught by the Rote Method? 
4. What is the correlation of the memorization of 
placement of letters 1n the Logical or Meaningful Method 
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12 Detroit 13 
16 development 23 
6 di8charge 14 
22 diseretion 26 
13 disobey 10 
6 embarrass 27 
g embrace 23 
23 emergency 22 
10 evolution 27 
15 exchange 7 
12 excitement 17 
8 foliage 28 
2 fondly 14 
2 forefather 18 
5 harm(my 16 
5 harvest 5 
26 havoc 28 
26 hazard 22 
6 humanity 17 
25 humble 7 
19 humility 19 
28 hurrah 21 
25 idea 12 
27 identical 25 
11 identify 2$ 
20 idleness 24 
26 ignorant 27 
25 illuminate 28 
18 illusion 28 
4 importance 18 
18 impossible 18 
6 impression 18 
15 incorporate 23 
24 incredible 23 
12 indignation 24 
19 individual 27 
28 induce 17 
22 . indulge ia 
23 industrial 27 
20 inevitable 27 
22 infantry 27 
l9 ~nfection lJ 
39 
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N'"'FNDrt A .1 ! .j: .:.f ... {CON'TL_ 
investigation 23 numerous 24 responsibility22 
invisible 22 obvious 43 restoration 25 
irregular 24 occasionally 28 revelation - 22 
irritate 25 occurrence 25 reverence 23 
jealous 23 offensive 25 rhythm 25 
Jerusalem 28 operation 21 ridiculous 27 
journal 27 opportunity 28 rigid 25 
joyfully l.3 opposition 27 riot 26 
judge 6 oxyr;en 22 rivet 23 
judgment 5 oyster 23 rotate 13 
junior 18 panel 23 roughly 17 
jurisdiction 25 paragraph 16' routine 20 
keenly · 15 parallel 28 rover 12 
kitchen 7 participate 27 rugged 13 
laboratory 27 primitive 23. rural 18 
language 11 production 17 rustle 19 
latitude 23 prohibition 2$ sacrifice 24 
lau.r,hter ll prominent 2$ salvation 14 
leadership 5 prospect 17 sanitary 23 
leaflet 16 protective 14 saucepan 17 
likeness 4 provision 16 scald 15 
listener 16 provoke 26 scamper 11 
lobster lJ pumpkin 12 ser:iblanoe 24 
locality 17 punishment 17 sentiment 27 
locomotive 16 purchase 20 spontaneous 28 
lux.ury 28 purpose 20 sprang 10 
lyric 28 pursuit 26 springtime 3 
magazine 17. quarrel 21 springle 10 
magician 27 quitely lO spruce 12 
magnetic 24 recommendation 25 squeeze 20 
maintenance 28 reference 24 squirrel 19 
manifold 25 refrigerator 26 stagger 17 
mansion 27 reign 2$ stammer 14 
neglect 18 relationship 16 startle 22 
negotiate . 28 rendor lJ stateuman 16 
neighborhood 20 repentance 22 steadily 25 
nephew 15 represent 19 steamer· 9 
nervous 18 reproach 17 steeple 1$ 
noiselessly 15 reptile 12 sternly 19 
nonsense 19 rescue 14 stimulus 28 
notwithstanding 7 resemblance 26 struggle 18 
novelty 17 respectively 2.3 stumble 9 
APf'.F1~PI~ A (CON '~Tl 
stupendous 27 thoughtfully 18 variation 28 
sturdy 17 thrash 14 various 28 
aublime 9 threat 14 vastly 17 
subsequent 26 threshold 26 vegetable 20 
substance 22 thrive 12 velocity 28 
substitute 26 thrust 20 velvet. 9 
suffice 25 thunderbolt 15 vengeance 27 
sufficiently 25 thwart. 27 vension 20 
suitable 22 thyself 9 venture 16 
suitor 24 tidings 16 verily 21 
sullen 2.li- timid 18 verticle 24 
sultan 21 tint 17 veteran 27 
summary 2l t.ireeo1ne 13 vibrate 21 
superintendent 24 tissue 16 violently 22 
supreme 22 tobacco l) Virginia 14 
surgeon 26 token 12 visible 22 
surrender 22 tolerate 25 vital 20 
surroundings 17 tremendous 28 vividly 27 
survey 22 tribunal 28 vocabulary 23 
suspect 13 trifle 23 vocano 21 
suspense 2) triumphant 2e volley 21 
swallow 7 trod 15 volume 24 
swarm ll troop 8 volunteer 20 
sweetness 9 troubleson1e 22 voyage 16' 
swiftly 14 tutor 27 waken 7 
swine 15 twentieth 27 wallet 12 
swung 16 twig a weekly 9 
syllable 26 twilight ll wealthy 15 
symbol 27 twitch 14 weary 14 
sympathetic 28 typewrit.er 18 whale 8 
system 22 typical 27 wharf 2; 
tablet g tyranny 28 whereas I+ 
talent 11 undertook lo whereupon 6 
tapestry 23 unhappy 2 wholesome 22 
tarif £ 27 unfortunate 26 wholly 24 
telegraph 16 unexpectedly 23 woolen 6 
telescope 19 unversity 23 willful 12 
tempting 17 unlucky 4 wilderness 16 
terminate 21 unnecessary 27 winning 6 
terrace 25 unpleasant 19 wizard 18 
testify 24 valiant 27 wolves 18 
testimony 24 vaguely 28 wondrous 27 
thither 17 vagabond 21 wooded ll+ 
thorn· 15 vacation 15 wouldst 24 
thorough 28 vacancy 20 wordly 13 
42 
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Homeville, Virginia, through the fifth grade~ After this he 
entered Waverly High School, Waverly• Virginia, from which 
he graduated May 28, 1943. 
He served with the United States Mn:rine Corps from 
December, 1943, to November, 1947. While st.ill on terminal 
leave he entered Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, Virginia, 
where he received his Bachelor of Arts degree in June, 1950. 
He accepted a position as teacher of the sixth grade in the 
Henry Clay Elementary School, Ashland, Virginia,. where he has 
been employed since. During the summer of 1951 he entered 
the University of' Richmond Graduate School to begin work on 
the Master•s Degree. 
On October 18, 1952, he married Miss Janice Ray 
Spicer, of Ashland, Virginia. 
